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Usage analysis as of 14/06/19: 
 
 

 
ARC SOCIAL MEDIA USAGE 

 
 

1. Which social media channels do we use? Currently active: 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube, SoundCloud. 
 

2. Who posts/updates? Some staff, students and volunteers. 
 

3. Is the language we use consistent? Is it formal, informal or a 
mixture? Mostly informal, friendly. 

 
4. Does how we communicate correlate with our core values, 

purpose, vision and areas of work? Yes, see pages 8&9. 
 

5. How are links written/used? Eg www.Arc-Centre.org/Book-A-
Workshop, www.facebook.com/ArcCentre or use bit.ly 

 
6. What sort of computers/devices do we use? Macs, iPads, PCs, 

smartphones. 
 

7. Are graphics optimised? Mostly yes, via Canva. 
 

8. How much of what we post is self-promotional? 45%  
 

9. Are our posts/updates useful or interesting to our audience? 
Will they keep coming back? Yes, moreso than 2018. 

 
10. What sort of content are we posting? Is it visual? Does it relate? 

Is content used creatively? Visual, self-promotional, relevant 
arts, mental health and local interest shares. 

 
11. Are we using hashtags? Yes, see page 18. 

 
12. Do we know how to deal with abuse or complaints? Polite reply, 

move to private discussion and report to CEO. 
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**This document is not intended as an explanation of the 
full potential impact of or need for social media. It assumes 
some prior understanding and is intended to outline 
general aims and practical information. 

 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDELINES 
 

 
• Avoid giving out personal information. 

• Avoid discussing another person’s personal details / situations / information. 

• Privately signpost referrals to the website or referrals@arc-centre.org 

• Always be polite and understanding when representing Arc via the page, no 

matter what you are faced with. Signpost anyone with grievances to the 

relevant member of the team.  

• Do not get into a debate or argument, even privately. 

• Don’t try to make strong political or religious statements. It can lead to 

arguments and doesn’t represent Arc as a whole (or shouldn’t be seen to). 

• As Page admin, be aware of which account you are posting, commenting 

and Liking as in terms of what you’re saying, who to and where. 

• Do not post flyers or information for internal workshops etc if the public is not 

invited. You can however review with pictures something that has happened 

and may be interesting/promotes the varied work of Arc and link to relevant. 

• If linking to an external source, read/watch beforehand to check for 

sensitive, offensive or overly subjective material.  

• Make sure links aren’t broken. 
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• If content isn’t really Arc / arts / wellbeing / local 

related info, consider adding to Pinterest, Twitter, 

the non-affiliated Arc Facebook Group or post to 

the Arc Page as your personal account and it will appear in 

‘Community’ section. 

• The tone of your posts shouldn’t be corporate or “faceless”, but it is preferred 

that posters strive to be grammatically correct and don’t use too much 

slang/jargon that some people may not understand.  

• Proof-read posts (particularly if made from a phone with predictive text), but 

only tweets cannot be edited later.  

• Link to www.Arc-Centre.org and its /webpages whenever even remotely 

relevant as a call-to-action. 

• Aim to only take and share non-blurred images 

• Read about Keywords, Hashtags and SEO to get the best relevant visibility for 

your images, posts and tweets. 

• Be social and friendly, obviously with the public but also be community 

spirited with local businesses and groups. 

• Be mindful of “territory” and “politics”. If in doubt, Google it or research best 

practice. 

• Credit artists where possible, ask permission if re-uploading over sharing. 

• If you are front of house volunteer and have other tasks, prioritise social 

media for later, but try not to neglect it completely. 

• Be mindful of incorrect wording such as “course” when you mean workshop. 

Be accurate wherever possible.  

http://www.arc-centre.org/
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WHY USE SOCIAL MEDIA? 

 

There are great articles online and local training about the effectiveness of SM 
and how it can be used by different sectors, and this document is not so much 
concerned with “why” but “what”. 

Channel Pros Requirements 

Facebook 2.5 billion users, varied posts, 

tools, insights, groups, more 

substance than Twitter and 

Instagram, reviews, shares, 

online word of mouth. 

Paid “reach”, fewer under 

30s, pages can’t post to 

groups, “black hole” so 

need to keep active 

Twitter Strong B2B network, good for 

sharing snippets, info, 

campaigns, articles, #s 

Lots of tweets, B2B, 

retweets, thanking, engage 

more frequent, “black hole” 

so need to do many 

tweets/retweets 

Instagram Visual, creative community, 

simple to use, best images, #s 

High quality images, brand, 

reposts, engage more  

Pinterest Creative ideas, wellbeing, 

global, sharing, saving ideas 

Need to pin regularly and 

engage more 

YouTube Gives a more “alive” impression 
of a place, can include music 
and sound to content, can be 
added to websites, used by 
most ages 

Young audience most 
active, video can have 
more health and safety 
issues, more  things to think 
about! 
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ARC AUDIENCE SEGMENTS 
 
 
Arc has 2 main areas of activity that should source and create different content, 
both self-promotional and non self-promotional. These are: 
 
• The Public Arts Programmes – exhibitions, events and workshops 
• The Wellbeing Programmes – referred programmes 
 
Arc has 9 clear types of stakeholder that we are trying to appeal to with our 
Social Media content. These are: 
 

The Public Arts Programmes 
 

1. The Workshop Attendee (public paid workshops) 
2. The Family Member 
3. The Gallery Visitor 

 
The Wellbeing Programmes 
 

4. The Prospective Fundraiser, Sponsor, Donor, Funder (potential advocates) 
5. The Wellbeing Programme Participant 
 

The Centre 
 
6. The Volunteer 
7. The Daily Visitor (café user, businessperson) 
8. The Maker-Seller 
9. The Associate Artist / Facilities User 
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OVERALL SM AIMS 

 

Social media can be a great tool, depending on your aims, but in brief: 

What do we want to achieve through our marketing communications?  

• Connect more with Manchester, Reddish and Heatons organisations and 
residents  

• Build customer relationships 
• Increase local awareness and loyalty 
• Raise the profile of the organisation 
• Create a more contemporary, cohesive and recognisable brand identity 
• Create brand awareness based on core values – approachable yet 

professional 
• Promote a great arts/personal development programme 
• “Wellbeing for all” as our general message 
• More visitors – families, arts enthusiasts, art lovers, workers 
• Higher quality web content 
• More professional and organised online presence, with more engagement 
• Increased number of referrals to wellbeing programmes 
• Increased revenue 

How do we want the charity to be regarded?  

Arc’s Values - Creativity, Participation/Inclusion, Excellence, Accessible, 

Friendly, Professional, Quality, Innovative, Fresh, Independent, High Energy, 

Commitment, Integrity 

What opportunities do we have to assure these values are achieved?  

• Digital – Creative content, social opportunities, video promotion 
• Creativity – Content strategy, diverse programme of events 
• Innovation/Fresh – Content/Website 
• Participation/Inclusion – Volunteers, training, community links 
• Excellence/Professional/Quality – High quality centre, design, content, print 
• Accessible/Friendly – Ease of contact, well organised system, SM, website 
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• Independent – Self-sufficient and sustainable 
• High Energy – Lots of events, quick 

correspondence 
• Commitment – Strong relationships with partners, 

participants and customers 
• Integrity – Good customer service, honest and 

open 
• SM voice – Friendly, approachable, fun, interesting, healthy, positive 

  
 

SM OVERVIEW 
 

Not all SM channels have the same audience active on them, therefore 
the same content or message shouldn’t necessarily be shared on each 
one and should be tailored. Please keep this in mind before posting. 
 
Facebook is for friends, family, reviews, recommendations, sharing, WoM, 
more in depth 
www.facebook.com/ArcCentre  
Main segments active – All, but #8 less so. 
Twitter is for chat, topics, B2B, networking, articles, snippets, retweeting 
www.twitter.com/ArcStockport  
Main segments active – #1, 4, 5, 8. 
Instagram is the orgs’ shop window, for networking with creatives and 
showing off our best images! Is your image good enough? Please see 
separate photography guidelines. If in doubt, don’t post! You don’t need to 
make the same kind of announcements on Instagram, people don’t go 
there to look for the same things they go to Facebook or Twitter for. 
www.instagram.com/ArcCentre  Main segments active – #1, 4, 6, 7, and 9 (but 
less so). 
Pinterest is for sharing and sourcing creative ideas, sorting and storing 
www.pinterest.com/ArcCentre  
Main segments active – #1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9. 
YouTube is for showing people in more dimensions than pictures and text – 
space and time! Involves more of the senses, shows something as “living” and 
current. 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9VAjGhhdTJtyuvIMPI93Cw 
Main segments active – All, but #3 less so. 
LinkedIn we don’t currently use but could be considered if more volunteers and 
business connections were wanted. 
www.linkedin.com Main segments active – #3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 

http://www.facebook.com/ArcCentre
http://www.twitter.com/ArcStockport
http://www.instagram.com/ArcCentre
http://www.pinterest.com/ArcCentre
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9VAjGhhdTJtyuvIMPI93Cw
http://www.linkedin.com/
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SM General Tools and Uses 
 
Facebook – “Friends & Family” 
• Original “Posts” – 4 weekly, plus shares 
• Reviews, recommendations, in depth information & 

photos 
• Shares and tags 
• Announcements / offers etc 
• Page has many more areas and capabilities than Instagram and Twitter 

combined – more like having a whole website 
• Ads & boosts 
• Insights 
 
Twitter – “Chats and Topics” 
• “Tweets” – 1-5 daily 
• Business, networking, opinions 
• Articles and snippets 
• 140 characters – leave some space for retweet quotes where possible 
• Images – 4 max  
• Hashtags – 2 or 3, #Stockport almost always, #wellbeing #arts sometimes 
• @ relevant accounts 
• Read linked content before retweeting 
• Likes show up in different place to retweets 
• What relevant national days, topics etc can you engage with today? 
 
Instagram – “Shop Window” 
• “Post” – 1-3 weekly 
• High quality and interesting images only 
• Friendly and informative description (there is a word limit) 
• No every day centre related info 
• Relevant hashtags – always use the arc #s - #arc #arcstockport 

#artsforwellbeing #artsforrecovery #Stockport #Manchester + others 
• Community – try to thank and reply to people’s comments 
• Stories and “IGTV” 
 
Pinterest – “What we like”/”What we’re up to” / “Creative ideas sharing” 
• “Pins” – no limit daily 
• Not too much self promotion 
• Community – replying to comments 
• Can pin from internet 
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• Our website can be pinned 
• Keywords 
• People prefer creative tips and projects that 

enhance their lives / wellbeing 
 
YouTube - “Our community” 
• “Video uploads” – no limit daily 
• Sound 
• Shows the “life” of Arc, movement, sound, more “real” 
• Can show real people saying things – more accessible and human 
• All self-promotion 
• Community – replying to and leaving comments 
• Keywords 
 

 
AIMS FOR EACH SM CHANNEL 

 
Facebook – “Friends & Family” 
• A route to the website 
• Get involved and converse with the local community online 
• A PR channel 
• Announcements, practical centre information 
• Gain positive reviews & recommendations 
• Show what we are all about – the benefits 
• Share more in depth information & photos than other SM 
• Gain shares of our posts 
• Tag places and other orgs 
• Page has many more areas and capabilities than Instagram and Twitter 

combined – more like having a whole website. This provides a variety of 
opportunities to inform and connect. 

• Create lower cost advertisements and pay to “boost” posts 
• Insights mean we can track effectiveness 
 
Twitter – “Chats and Topics” 
• A route to the website 
• Networking with business & orgs 
• Sharing our opinions on arts for wellbeing 
• Sharing topical and relevant articles and retweets about arts for wellbeing 
• Sharing images of networking and visiting other cultural places 
• Getting involved in campaigns, national days, topics and hashtags 
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Instagram – “Shop Window” 
• High quality and interesting showing Arc at its best, 

to appeal to workshop attendees, artists, art lovers, 
fundraisers and arts shoppers 

• Networking with creative and showing 
appreciation for artists and orgs work 

• Communicating with potential artists, sellers and curators 
• Strong on hashtags, very easy to find things under certain tags 
• Not for every day announcements and PR 

 
Pinterest – “What we like”/”What we’re up to” / “Creative ideas sharing” 
• A route to the website 
• Not currently very active 
• Not the place for too much self-promotion, people prefer creative tips and 

projects that enhance their lives / wellbeing 
• A great place to save and share creative ideas 
• A place for creative campaigns and creating tutorials 
• Our website can be pinned from 
• Huge creative community 
• Global, ideas spread far and wide 

 
YouTube - “Our community” 
• Video can be a form of content with an extra dimension of creativity 
• Video content with sound can show the “life”, movement, can feel like a more 

“real” representation of Arc 
• Real people saying things can seem more accessible and human 
• A chance for all self-promotion and links to other SM 

 
 

CONTENT GUIDE 
 

Having read the aims for each of our 5 main channels, hopefully you can see 
that blanket sharing of the same content may not be as productive as 
specifically targeting particular segments with different content. To engage 
each segment, regular (even if not particularly frequent) content must be shared 
by whoever is immersed in that department daily. Content types range from 
articles to images to videos and everything in between. 
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What kind of content we should share and whom are we trying to engage on 
each channel? Not set in stone! Please note this only takes our 5 main channels 
into account, and not the various other accounts and tools, printed 
communications, online forums, listings websites etc, all of which are also 
relevant to us. 
 
1 The Workshop Attendee (public paid workshops) Workshop Attendees - 
Twitter, FB, YT 

• Info about workshops 
• Videos about learning, techniques, workshops 
• Social events etc 
• High quality art & craft 
• Infographics 
• Pinterest 

 
2 The Family Member - Twitter, FB, YT 

• Benefits of arts for kids 
• Free family stuff 
• Downloadables 
• Pinterest boards 
• Local, affordable events 
• Videos / pics of fun! 

 
3 The Gallery Visitor (art lovers & buyers) - Twitter, FB, IG 

• Artwork & gallery photos 
• Artist features 
• Local artists 
• Other exhibitions (share) 
• Other art events 
• Arts news / articles 
• Interesting facts etc 

 
4 The Volunteer (plus graduates & students) - Twitter, FB, YT, LinkedIn, 
listings 

• Training 
• Funding & legislation (sector info) 
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• Local events 
• Other exhibitions (share) 
• Other art events / challenges 
• Arts/wellbeing articles 
• Techniques 
• Affordable / online opportunities 

 
5 The Daily Visitor (café user, business person) - Twitter, FB, IG 

• About us 
• Clear, factual and to the point info 
• Offers, facilities updates 
• Pics of venue 

 
6 The Maker-Seller - Twitter, FB, IG 

• About our wellbeing work 
• Regular marketing and social media activity 
• Gallery and arts/crafts 

 
7 The Associate Artist / Facilities User - Twitter, FB, IG, LinkedIn, Email  

• Testimonials / success stories / stats 
• Arts/wellbeing articles 
• About us 
• Pics of our workshops 
• Pics of venue 

 
8 The Prospective Fundraiser, Sponsor, Donor - Twitter, YT, LinkedIn 

• Testimonials / success stories / stats 
• Arts/wellbeing articles 
• About us 
• Funder/donor appreciation 

 
9 The Wellbeing Programme Participant (including health workers) - Twitter, 
FB, health forums 

• Testimonials / success stories / stats 
• Practical arts / wellbeing tips 
• Benefits of creativity on MH 
• Arts stuff 
• Fun, happy stuff! 
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CONTENT GUIDELINES 

 
• On Instagram and Twitter use #Hashtags and @tag other Pages if preferred 

but avoid tagging people’s personal accounts. Generally, #s haven’t taken off 
on Facebook. 

 
• Always use appropriate hashtags for EVERY related post if asked to by a 

team member, a funder or another organisation. (EG Arts Council funded 
project such as 2014/15’s “What Brings You Here?” or a campaign we are 
taking part in, eg #LiveWellMakeArt) 

 
• Always strive to credit/promote artist’s work shown in images unless for 

example a whole room is shown, but a wall, yes (if known). Generally, artwork 
by participants on the wellbeing programmes should not be named and 
photos shouldn’t show names. 

 
• Share posts to Facebook groups, particularly when a big event is 

approaching – Stockport Crafters, Stockport groups, Artsnet, groups for 
areas EG Reddish, Brinnington. But beware of things like over-promotion, 
cold calling and group rules, sharing to a similar page or clashing dates with 
another event. Much of where not to share is hopefully common sense – if in 
doubt, don’t share or ask for advice! 

 
• Link to the website wherever even remotely relevant to create a call-to-

action for the reader. Use shortened bit.ly links on Twitter using Arc’s Bitly 
account. 

 
• Video and image posts tend to get more engagement. Only upload clear 

photos (IE not blurry / low quality) and try to keep them generally a similar, 
cohesive look. Don’t post portrait-oriented videos. Edit first if necessary or 
create a composite photo / Canva. Do not show faces without written 
permission. And as few images as possible (not 10 of a slightly different 
perspective!) 
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• Use SM insights (free data collection)! They’re 
useful for many things such as estimating the 
times for when it is best to post for the most Reach 
(Insights > posts), for example 2pm might attract 
fewer or a different kind of viewer than 6pm. It also 
gives great demographic information and stats of 
well or badly performing posts. 

 
• Regularly check insights for statistical information, as this can help you adjust 

your strategy. Sunday afternoons for example are a great time to post. You 
could look at other successful Facebook Pages and Twitter accounts such as 
Foodie Friday and HOMEmcr for timings.  

 
• Insights and scheduling can be used to “rack up” a lot of your posts in 

advance for certain times. Tweets cannot but Posts can always be edited 
later. You could schedule a month’s posts in one day. 

 

• Do not post flyers or information for internal workshops etc if the public is not 

invited. You can however review with pictures something that has happened 

and may be interesting/promotes Arc. 

 

• ‘Pin to top’ of the Facebook Page feed only relevant and attractive or very 

important posts – usually for the next upcoming event. Always unpin posts 

when they are no longer relevant. 

 

• Upload Facebook cover photos that are striking, interesting and relevant. 

Also, ones that look good at the size 851 x 315 pixels. Crop to this size first in 

Photoshop or use Canva templates if you think it will look better. You get to 

preview and reposition a cover image before committing to changing it. 

If an event is coming up, part of the poster can look great as the cover image, 

or a high-definition, interesting and relevant image – perhaps artwork or a 

“sneak preview”. See the Page’s cover photos album for past images. When 

nothing is coming up, or for a change, pictures of the gallery during past 

exhibitions or high definition close ups of nice things can also look nice. 
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• Generally, the Facebook Page Profile Picture 

would be the Arc logo so people recognise the 

brand, but it could also be a current/upcoming 

poster, graphic design or interesting close up. See 

past profiles pictures one by one on the page by clicking the 

current Profile Picture and clicking left or right, or in Photos > Albums > 

Profile Pictures to view as an album.  

 

• The same guidelines should be applied to video content, but greater care 

should be taken where people are visible. Do you have permission to share? 

 
• Please gain permission to take photos showing faces (under 8 at a public 

drop in event, always in a wellbeing session, see guidelines). Ask volunteers 

for verbal permission, fill in a permission form (found in the main studio on a 

shelf) for anyone else. 

 
• Write dates eg ‘Saturday July 16th 2018’ and times using the 24hr clock. 

 
IMAGE FORMATS AND TAGGING 

 
Images may need to be different sizes to appear at their best on different SM 
channels. You can re-format images using www.Canva.com ’s templates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Facebook Post                                   Twitter Post                        Instagram Post 
             940x788px                                      1024x512px                               800x800px  
 
(Pixels = screen dots per inch) 

http://www.canva.com/
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You can tag other social media users in tweets, posts 
and on images using the @ symbol, eg @ArcStockport 
Never tag personal Facebook accounts, only Pages. 
Twitter is generally considered a more public channel. 
Instagram accounts can be either public or private,  
so it’s best to check how an account user is using their Instagram. If its set to 
private or has no artwork, just pictures of their kids for example, consider an 
artist hashtag instead. 
 
Try to upload an image and use at least 2 hashtags and @someone in every 
tweet, otherwise it will be seen by virtually no one. 
 

ARC #HASHTAGS 

# - hold alt or option then 3 on a mac 

Please see online for further information, but in short, #s are keyword tags to 
help group relevant content. Adding a # makes words in posts clickable. You 
will click through to all posts that have ever been tagged with that word, in 
chronological order, most recent first. #s are used to help our posts get found 
more easily by the right people (our target audience segments). We add them 
mostly to Twitter tweets and Instagram posts. They haven’t really taken off on 
Facebook. The only time we really use them on Facebook is when expressly 
asked to do so by for example funders such as the Arts Council or SMBC.  

Instagram # frequency examples 

#ArcStockport - tagged 144 times 

#Stockport – tagged 93,370 times 

#Arts – tagged 241,943,688 times 

#s can be great for joining in a conversation or debate of community hashtag 
such as #WellbeingWednesday, or to help get found by people close by. For 
example, #Stockport may be searched by people living in Stockport, so tagging 
this will allow those people to find us more easily, however it is less specific 
than for example #stockportarts. You could tag both for maximum exposure.  

Instagram (left) descriptions can hold many #s, whereas a tweet (right) is 
restricted characters so keep #s to a few key ones. You need to be more 
selective and should ask yourself who you want to see the tweet and why. 
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We regularly use the following #s. They can also be 
used as “keywords” and “tags” on other 
websites/channels. 

#artsforwellbeing #arcstockport #stockport 
#stockportarts #manchester #wellbeing #arts 
#reddish #artsandhealth #artsandwellbeing #artsforrecovery 
#artsforhealth #mentalhealth #artgallery #artexhibition #communityarts #arts  

As a visual channel, on Instagram you could also use more general and specific 
#s relevant to the image itself, for example #painting #mixedmedia #ceramics 
#sunshine #halloween . These will reach a wider and sometimes less targeted 
audience, but it still builds our social media audiences and has a positive effect. 

Hashtags can be chosen in order to group posts by subject, day or campaign, eg 
#LiveWellMakeArt #CreativeWednesdays #WorldMentalHealthDay. 

Capital letters can make words stand out more clearly. Numbers can be 
included but characters cannot. 

On both Twitter and Instagram, 
clicking on a hashtag opens a 
new page of every post tagged 
with that word in chronological 
order. 

On this page on Instagram, a 
post appears in the list at the 
time the image/video was 
posted, and not the time the 
hashtags were added, so the 
hashtags should be added in 
the image description at the 
time the post is created to be at 
its most visible on the hashtag 
pages, and not edited in later or 
in a comment. 
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FREQUENCY OF POSTING 

 

It is advised to create a simple and general SM plan for your area. With different 

departments and individuals regularly posting to the Facebook Page, always 

check if there are scheduled posts or is posts have just gone out, before posting, 

as you may double up on time and/or content and lose engagement. Try to 

leave a couple of hours between posts. If a post is about to go out or has just 

gone out, schedule for 2 hours time or the next day if it was the specific time you 

wanted. Scheduled posts can be viewed through a link at the top of the Page 

near where you make a post, or via the top of the page Publishing Tools > 

Scheduled Posts, or in Lightful or Hootsuite scheduling platforms. 

 

General posting timeline, eg monthly events/exhibitions (double if 2 

monthly); 

 
Gallery/Arc Action                               Facebook Action 
 
Week 1 - Eg Saturday                         Following week (week 1) 
Exhibition begins/event happens    ‘Review’ of event/thank you/pics 
 
Week 2                                                      Reminders of exhibition viewing times              
Exhibition open                                     plus image, perhaps showing                             
                                                                 gallery/close up 
. 
Week 3                                                  Refer to next exhibition, add poster if 
Exhibition open                                     you have one, brief dates & details. 
                                                                 Final reminder for current exhibition. 
 
Week 4                                                  You will usually have more details and                
Next exhibition hung                           pics so this would be when you’d do a 
                                                                bigger post. 
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• Generally, posts should get more detailed in the run up to an event 
• Try not to do too many event / details posts in 1 week (2-3 or less) unless 

doing a measured campaign or a huge event is happening. 
• It’s usually best to alternate between posts about one exhibition and posts 

about another, but one could be mentioned briefly at the end of posts 
about the other. Generally, don’t mix current and upcoming images in the 
same post. 

 

BRAND IDENTITY 

For brand identity information such as colours, logos, fonts etc, please see 
Google Drive Arc Brand Pack. 

This branding is also saved and usable in Canva. 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8m_sC8GzbLnT24zellFa0F4Mlk
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APPENDICES / BIBLIOGRAPHY / USEFUL LINKS 

 
• SM Demographics – www.heidicohen.com/social-media-marketing-

2015 
 

• Online training - www.digitalgarage.withgoogle.com 
 

Quick Social Media Dos and Don’ts! 

 

✓ Always post high quality images (make sure photographers aim to take 

high quality images in the first place). 

✓ Read about Keywords, Hashtags and SEO to get the best relevant visibility 

for your images, posts and tweets. 

✓ Be positive, social and friendly, obviously with the public but also be 

community spirited with local businesses and groups. 

✓ Be mindful of Facebook “territory” and “politics”! 

✓ Avoid making political and religious statements  

✓ Credit artists where possible, ask permission if uploading. 

✓ If you are front of house and have other tasks, prioritise social media for 

later, but don’t think of it as less important!  
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STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-18 - MARKETING 

(by Michael Anderson, CEO and Lucie Fitzpatrick, MO) 

The significance of Arc's marketing and how it needs to develop 

 

Marketing and communications are Arc's voice in the local community and 

beyond. 

Through marketing and communications Arc's brand becomes familiar, 

distinctive and instantly recognizable. 

A cohesive visual identity for Arc's marketing and communications encourages 

people to feel that Arc is a trustworthy organisation to associate with, visit and 

advocate on behalf of. 

Arc's marketing communications are produced using a straightforward and easy 

to use system that should be fully integrated and sustainable system. 

We aim to use Arc's marketing and communications for impactful digital 

campaigns, to be an opinion leader for arts for wellbeing and to frequently 

demonstrate the life changing power of Arc's work with vulnerable people.   

2016-17 was a year of great change for Arc’s marketing communications, a lot 

was learned. Through training, staff would have a better understanding of the 

importance and impact of online content. 

 

Commentary 

 

The Arc brand was reviewed and redesigned in 2016 and since then a consistent 

language and visual identity has more effectively articulated our values, vision, 

ethos and the quality of our offer. It has enabled print and online visual content 

to be designed and for the Arc brand to be more recognisable by stakeholders. 
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Printed materials provide information, and social 

media’s two-way channel provides regular contact 

and connection with stakeholders.   

A cohesive visual identity throughout Arc’s print 

marketing and visual content has strengthened the brand in the 

minds of stakeholders, meaning events are recognized, anticipated or in the 

forefront of the minds of stakeholders and health workers. This cohesion is 

crucial to create a trusted brand for potential advocates, and repeat visitors. 

Arc's marketing and communications system has been simplified to ensure that 

this visual identity is on brand throughout the organisation, and guides, 

templates and digital software are accessible by all team members.  

 

The variety of content of Arc’s online presence has greatly improved, and the 

team is beginning to become more experimental and able to keep up with 

digital trends.  Strengthening Arc's voice locally and also further afield can be 

achieved through sharing varied and powerful content online. Sharing topical, 

engaging, and creative arts for wellbeing related content through Arc’s social 

media channels will position Arc as opinion leaders in the field. This will raise 

awareness of the organisation and lead to higher visitor numbers, income 

generation, partnerships and referrals.  

 

For further reflection  

 

For small and medium organisations in 2017, digital presence is vital, but it 

should also be well integrated when lack of funding or time are a factor. With 

up-to-date theoretical and practical training, regular use by all staff of a range of 

technology and a smooth and simple system, Arc would become a hive of 

digital activity. Regular and systematic photographic documentation and textual 

and visual content generation should be second nature.  

 

 


